Dear all
Thank you to George and Ursula Chmiel for providing the drinks and on their last day yesterday came with
water infused with lemon, some cherries and good old bullets that most of us probably haven’t had since
childhood. Robert Thomson is down for July and John & Margaret Marshall will be doing their normal
August shift.
City to Surf is bearing down upon us and the 15.1 km course starts next Saturday, 1 July.
Regards
Alan

Squat Modifications for Sore Knees
Question: My knees hurt when I do squats. Are there other alternatives?
First, if you feel any pain anywhere, whether you're doing squats or other exercises, you should never work
through it. Sharp pain could indicate an injury or strain, so always stop what you're doing and check with
your doctor, if the pain doesn't go away. Also, if you have a diagnosed knee injury or strain, squats may not
be right for you.
But, if you have healthy knees and are avoiding squats because you don't want injuries, you might change
your mind when you learn that squats can strengthen the knees if you do them correctly. Squats can also
strengthen the hips, knees and ankles while targeting almost all of the muscles in the lower body, which is
one reason we love them so much.
If you don't have any chronic knee or joint problems but still feel pain when you do squats, you do have
some options.

First, Check Your Form in the Squat
It's often bad form that causes knee pain during squats. One reason is squatting with the knees too far
forward. It should be the glutes taking the brunt of your weight, not your knees, so make sure the knees stay
behind the toes. Also, keep your knees in alignment with the toes. Twisting them in or out could place
unnecessary stress on the joints. Want more details? Check out these step by step instructions:
1. Stand with feet about hip or shoulder-width apart, toes at a natural angle forward or slightly out.
2. If you're using weights, hold dumbbells at your sides or rest a barbell on the shoulders. If you're a
beginner, you may want to start with no weights and take the arms out, as shown, for balance.
3. Bend the knees and squat, pushing your rear out as though you're about to sit in a chair. Your knees
should stay behind the toes.
4. As you're squatting, keep the knees going in the same direction as the toes and avoid arching or
rounding the back. Instead, keep a neutral spine and pelvis.
5. Squat as low as you can or until the thighs are parallel to the floor. Some advanced exercisers or
athletes may be able to do full squats, but parallel squats are usually recommended for the average
exerciser.
6. At the bottom of the movement, make sure your feet are flat on the floor, your knees are still in line
with and behind the toes and that you aren't arching the back.
7. Push back up, concentrating on squeezing the glutes as you stand.
Practice your form and spend some time going through the motion to get a feel for your strength and
flexibility. Go slowly to keep the knees straight and see if that makes a difference in any knee pain you've
been feeling. It not, you can try one of the other options below
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Try a Modification to the Squat: Wall Slides

You can use a wall to help support your back while you slide into a squat position. Make sure the knees stay
behind the toes and only slide down as far as you comfortably can.

2
Chair Squats
Use a chair as a guide for your body to follow and to provide support at the bottom of the movement. You
can even (briefly) sit down each time to take the pressure off the knees if needed.

3
Ball Squats
Like wall slides, a ball can provide support for your back, helping keep your knees from going too far
forward. Just make sure you walk the feet out enough that the knees stay behind the toes.

4
Quarter Squats
Sometimes, just shortening your range of motion and only squatting down a few inches can help protect the
knees.

5
Squats with a Ball Between the Knees
Many people find it easier to keep the knees in alignment by squeezing a ball between the knees. This will
also involve more inner thigh.

6
Squats with a resistance band
If your knees tend to fold inward, tying a band around the knees and pushing against the resistance may
help.
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One-Legged Squats
Because your range of motion is naturally shorter in one-legged squats, you may be able to do these without
knee pain. For this move, you only squat a few inches and you still need to push the rear backward to keep
the knee from going over the toes.

8
Plie Squats
Changing your stance can also make a difference. For these, you take the feet very wide, angling the toes
out. As you squat, the knees should follow the same line as the toes.

9
Try a Substitute: Lunges
If squats just aren't going to do it for you, there are some exercises you can try that will target the same
muscles, but in a different way.
Lunges
Lunges are one option if squats tend to hurt your knees, but they're challenging and can also cause knee
problems if you don't use good form. Take the feet far enough apart that when you lunge down, the front
knee stays behind the toe, just like a squat.

10
Ball Leg Press
This move is like a supported squat, so there's less body weight to tweak the knees. This is a good choice if
you can't do standing squats, but you may need to hold weights to make these challenging enough.

11
Leg Press Resistance Bands
This move actually mimics a leg press, which is an exercise similar to a squat. This is a great choice if weight
bearing exercises won't work for you.

12
Step Ups
Like lunges, step ups are tough but, because the movement is different from traditional squats, your knees
may find them more comfortable

9 Pilates Exercises to Help Decrease Back Pain
1
How to Do Pilates Exercises for Back Pain

The Pilates exercises in this set are frequently recommended to help prevent and decrease back pain,
including low back pain. They strengthen core support for the back, teach good alignment, and provide
gentle stretches for tight back muscles.
If you currently have back pain, consult with your health care practitioner before undertaking any exercise
program.

Points for Pilates Exercises for Back Pain:
If you are new to Pilates or your back is fragile at the moment, you might be better served to work
with the fundamental Pilates exercises first.
Breathe! Deep breathing activates the supportive core muscles of your trunk.(among many other
benefits, like keeping you alive)
Your abdominal and back muscles are mutually supportive. You will want to support your back by
engaging your abs during these exercises.
Keep your neck long and your shoulders down and away from your ears, like a giraffe.
Be attentive to symmetry and balance. In most cases, you will want your shoulders even and your hips
to be even.
Do these exercises mindfully. Go slow, be gentle, and don't do anything that hurts.

2
Pelvic Tilt to Pelvic Curl - Pilates for Back Pain

Pelvic tilt is taught to almost everyone who has back pain, especially low back pain. It teaches us to use our
abdominal muscles in a way that supports and lengthens the lower back. Here we start with pelvic tilt, and
for those who feel comfortable, move to a spinal articulation with pelvic curl:
Lie on your back with your knees bent and your feet flat on the floor. Your feet, ankles, and knees are
aligned and hip-distance apart.
This exercise starts in neutral spine. In neutral spine, the natural curves of the spine are present, so the
lower back is not pressed into the mat.

Begin Pilates Pelvic Tilt
Inhale.
Exhale: Do a pelvic tilt by engaging your abdominal muscles, pulling them in so that your belly button
moves down toward your spine. Let that action continue so that the spine lengthens and the abs
press the lower spine into the floor.
In the pelvic tilt position, your back is very long against the floor, and the pelvis is tilted so that the
pubic bone is a little higher than the hip bones.

Inhale to release back to the floor, or go on to pelvic curl:
Inhale: Press down through your feet allowing the tailbone to begin to curl up toward the ceiling. The
hips rise, then the lower spine, and, finally, the middle spine.
Come to rest on your shoulders at the level of your shoulder blades, with a nice straight line from
your hips to your shoulders. Do not arch beyond this point. Support this movement with your
abdominals and hamstrings.
Exhale: As you let your breath go, use abdominal control to roll your spine back down to the floor. Begin
with the upper back and work your way down, vertebrae by vertebrae, until the lower spine settles to the
floor.
Inhale: Release to neutral spine.
Repeat this exercise 3 to 5 times.

3
Chest Lift - Pilates for Back Pain

One of the common causes of back pain is not weak back muscles, but weak abdominal muscles. Chest lift is
a great ab strengthener.
Do this exercise with care. Your hands give some support to the back of your head, but the work needs to
come from the abs - not from momentum or pulling your head up. If you get neck pain, stop and go on to
the next exercise.

Begin Pilates Chest Lift:
Lie on your back with your knees bent, feet flat on the floor. Legs and feet are parallel - lined up so
that your hip, knee and ankle are in one line, and the toes are pointing directly away from you.
You are in neutral spine position with the natural curve of the lower spine creating a slight lift off the
mat.
Keep your shoulders down as you bring your hands behind your head with the fingertips touching.
Your hands will give light support the base of your skull, but your elbows will stay open throughout
the exercise.
Inhale
Exhale: Slowly pull your belly button down toward your spine and keep going, allowing your spine to
lengthen out along the mat. Simultaneously, tilt your chin slightly down and slowly lift the upper spine
off the mat until the base of the scapula is just brushing the mat.
There is a deepening feeling under the bottom ribs as you lift.
Remember, the work is in your abs, which are in a deep concave position. Your neck and shoulders
stay relaxed, and the movement does not create tension in the legs.
Pause at the top and inhale. Draw the abdominals in deeper.
Exhale: Keep the abdominals drawn in as you slowly lower back to the mat.
Inhale
Repeat 6 to 8 times.

4
Swan Prep - Pilates for Back Pain

Swan prep strengthens the back extensors, the muscles the hold us upright. These muscles are often weak
and over-stretched in people who have back pain.
Develop this exercise slowly. You might not come up as high as our model. That's OK. Just a few inches to
start is fine.

Begin Pilates Swan Prep:
Lie on the mat face down.
Keep your arms close to your body as you bend your elbows to bring your hands under your
shoulders. Shoulders should be away from the ears.
The legs are usually together, but it is acceptable to do this exercise with the legs shoulder-width
apart.
Engage your abdominal muscles, lifting your belly button up away from the mat. The abdominals
remain lifted throughout the exercise.
Inhale: Lengthen your spine, sending energy through the top of your head as you press your forearms
and hands into the mat to support a long upward arc the upper body. You might come up just a few
inches.
Keep your neck long. Don't make a crease by tilting your head back.
Protect your low back by sending your tail bone down toward the mat.
Exhale: Keep your abdominals lifted as you release the arc, lengthening your spine as your torso
returns to the mat in a sequential way: low-belly, mid-belly, low ribs and so on.
Repeat 3 to 5 times.

5
Child's Pose - Pilates for Back Pain

Woman practicing yoga in living room.
Child's pose is an easy and restful stretch for the back.

Begin Child's Pose:
Start by kneeling on your mat with your butt on your heels.
With your toes together, open your knees to at least hip distance apart.
Lean forward and drape your body over your thighs so that your forehead rests on the floor.
Reach your arms out in front of you. Alternately, you can leave your arms along your sides. Try both
and see which feels best to you.
Breathe deeply and relax. Release any tension you might be feeling in your lower back, neck, or hips.
Give this exercise time to work. It can take a few minutes to allow your body to relax into the stretch.

6
Kneeling Arm and Leg Reach - Pilates for Back Pain

This exercise teaches core stability -- something very important for those suffering from back pain.

Begin Pilates Kneeling Arm and Leg Reach:
Start on your hands and knees.
Your hands are directly under your shoulders, and your knees are directly under your hips. Make your
legs and feet parallel and hip distance apart.
Your back is in a neutral spine position (allowing the natural curves), and supported by your
abdominal muscles which are pulled in. Don't let your back sag or arch up.
Your neck is treated as a long extension of your spine. So your face is parallel to the floor, gaze down.
This exercise requires shoulder stability. Take a moment to slide your scapula (wing bones) down your
back so that your shoulders are away from your ears, your chest is open, and your scapulae are
settled on your back, not poking up.
Inhale: Extend your right arm straight in front of you and your left leg straight behind you at the same
time. Your arm and leg will be parallel to the floor.
Balance. Hold one to three breaths.
Exhale: Return to hands and knees.
Inhale: Extend your left arm straight in front of you and your right leg straight behind you at the same
time.

7
Cat / Cow - Pilates for Back Pain

Montana State Lawmaker Proposes Bill That Would Outlaw Yoga Pants.
Cat-cow moves between a back stretch and a back extension exercise. It promotes flexibility in the spine.
Many people use it as a warm-up exercise.

Begin Cat - Cow:
Begin on your hands and knees. Your hands are directly under your shoulders, and your knees are
directly under your hips. Your toes can be curled under if that is comfortable.
Engage your abdominal muscles to support your spine so that you have a straight line from your ear
to your hip.
Inhale. Then, on your exhale, pull your abdominal muscles in and up as you arch your back way up like
a stretching cat. At the same time, let your head and tailbone drop down toward the floor.
Take the stretch further by imagining that you are bringing your head and tailbone together, as if you
were going to make a big circle of your body.

Next, move to the cow pose part of this exercise:
From cat pose, use an inhale to reverse the curve of the spine. Your tailbone moves up, and your
chest moves forward and up. Your neck moves as a long extension of your spine. Don't let your head
fall back.
Support this move with your abdominals. This is a lengthening exercise for the spine. Please don't
collapse like an old horse!
Repeat the exercise - going from cat to cow and back - slowly, with the breath, at least two more times.

8
Swimming - Pilates for Back Pain

Pilates Swimming Exercise.
Swimming takes the strength of the back extension work a little further than swan prep did. It strengthens
the back, but you must keep a long spine and use abdominal support for it to work.

Begin Pilates Swimming:
Lie on your stomach with the legs straight and together.
Keeping your shoulder blades settled in your back and your shoulders away from your ears, stretch
your arms straight overhead.
Pull your abs in so that you lift your belly button up away from the floor.
Reaching out from your center, extend your arms and legs so far in opposite directions that they
naturally come up off the floor.
At the same time, get so much length in your spine that your head moves up off the mat as an
extension of the reach of your spine. Keep your face down toward the mat - don't crease your neck.
Protect your lower back by anchoring your pubic bone to the floor.
Continue to reach your arms and legs out very long from your center as you alternate lifting right
arm/left leg, then left arm/right leg, pumping them up and down in small pulses.
Bonus challenge: Coordinate your breath with the movement so that you are breathing in for a count
of 5 kicks, and out for a count of 5.
Do 2 or 3 cycles of 5 counts - moving and breathing in, and 5 counts moving and breathing out.

9
Spine Stretch - Pilates for Back Pain

The Spine Stretch.
Spine stretch is a good stretch for both the back and the hamstring. But it also teaches you to support and
control that stretch by using your abdominal muscles.

Begin Pilates Spine Stretch:
Sit up tall on your sit bones.
Your legs are straight in front of you about shoulder width apart. Your knees face the ceiling, and your
feet are flexed.
If your hamstrings are tight you can sit on a small pillow or a folded towel. You can also bend your
knees slightly.
Reach the top of your head to the sky but let your shoulders stay relaxed.
Inhale and extend your arms out in front of you, shoulder height.
Alternatively, you can place the fingertips on the floor in front of you between your legs.
Exhale as you lengthen your spine to curve forward. You are going for a deep C-Curve. Don't collapse.
Let your abdominal muscles support you in an up-and-over move.
Reach your fingers toward your toes.
Inhale and reach a little further as you enjoy the fullness of your stretch.
Exhale and initiate your return by using the lower abdominals to bring your pelvis upright. Roll your
spine up to sitting.

10
The Saw - Pilates for Back Pain

Pilates Saw.
If your back is still feeling good after the preceding exercises, you can add a little rotation of the trunk with
Pilates saw exercise.

Begin Pilates Saw:
Do this gently.
Sit up straight.
Your legs are extended in front of you about shoulder width apart. If you have tight hamstrings, you
may need to prop your hips up on a small lift, like a folded towel.
Keep shoulders down as you stretch your arms out to the sides, even with your shoulders.
Inhale: Get taller as you turn your whole torso, but use your abs and keep your hips even with each
other. Your gaze goes with your spine.
Exhale: Let your gaze follow your back hand as you stretch forward and reach the pinky finger of your
front hand across the outside of the opposite foot.
This can be a small move. It is most important to keep the hips down and even.
Once your reach extends to its furthest point, maintain your turned position as you inhale and return
to sitting.
Exhale and undo your rotation, coming to the starting position.
Repeat this exercise 3 times to each side

Male runners more influenced by the mate behind
than the one in front

Researchers analysed the daily exercise patterns of 1.1 million men and women who collectively ran more than

350 million kilometres over five years.
Contrary to common wisdom, male runners tend to be more influenced by the mate behind them than the one in
front.
Researchers from MIT in the United States suggest male runners are more interested in protecting their lead than
looking ahead for inspiration to do better.
They came to this conclusion after recording and analysing the daily exercise patterns of 1.1 million men and
women who collectively ran more than 350 million kilometres over five years and posted their data on social
networks.
The runners' geographic locations and social network ties were also recorded.

By posting his daily running metrics on social media,your mate is quietly influencing the way you run.
Their results, published in the journal Nature Communication, showed running is socially contagious. Millions of
people now use digital apps to measure, record and compare how often they run, how far and how fast.
And the exchange of this information is having a real and measurable impact, says an editorial in the journal.
People run more when their friends do. And when they see their friends run faster and further, they push
themselves to do so too.
The researchers' analysis tracked this influence and found the contagion is far stronger between men than it is
between women, or between men and women.
While both men and women influence men, only women tend to influence other women.
"Male runners are more likely to make downward comparisons with their peers," says Sinan Aral, a professor at
MIT Sloan School of Management in Massachusetts, and co-author of the study.

Influence of the less active
"The data tells us they are more likely to be influenced by those who are less active than they are by those who
are more active."
One of the debates in exercise psychology is whether upward comparisons to better-performing rivals urge people
to improve, or whether downward comparisons compel them to work to protect their superiority over those lagging
behind.
This study suggests men want to keep ahead of those behind them.
"If I was an occasional runner and my friend ran marathons, he would be more influenced by me increasing my
running than I would be influenced by him," says Aral.

The results corroborate the idea that with exercise, men are more competitive with each other, while women tend
to be more self-driven, trying to beat their own goals.
Aral is interested in social contagion and determining how information is diffused in massive social networks such
as Twitter and Facebook.

Why Am I Not Losing Weight With Running?

"I started running because I thought it would help with weight loss, but I've been running about 14 miles a
week for a month now and I haven't lost any weight. Do I need to run more? I haven't been cutting calories,
but should I start doing that?"
Many people start running to lose weight, and it's a smart strategy -- running burns a lot of calories (an
average of about 100 calories per mile). It's also reasonable to assume that would lead to weight loss.
However, some new runners find that they don't lose weight, some even gain weight, or they lose a few
pounds and then hit a weight loss wall. What's going on? There's no simple answer here because there
could be a few factors.

Too Many Calories
First, it could be you're eating more calories than you need. Even if you're running, if you aren't burning
more calories than you're consuming, you're not going to see a difference on the scale. You may be hungrier
than you were before you started running, and you're eating more calories than you realize. Try spreading
out your calories throughout the day into 5 or 6 small meals so you don't get ravenous and overeat. And
make sure you're snacking on healthy foods, not junk food, which can trigger hunger.
You should also watch your liquid calories. Although you may running a lot, you don't need to constantly
drink sugary sports drinks. While it's important that you replace electrolytes during long runs, it's not
necessary during shorter runs or when you're not running.
Plain water is fine for staying hydrated. Try to also limit consumption of fruit juices, specialty coffees, and
regular soda since they also add a lot of calories to your diet, but don't make you feel full.
You should also make sure you know exactly how many calories you need each day, since the USDA's 2,000
calorie diet is only a recommendation.
Use a daily caloric expenditure calculator to determine how many calories you actually need each day.

Muscle is Denser than Fat
Another explanation is that you're building more muscle mass, which is denser than fat. So while you may
not be losing weight, your body fat percentage has decreased and you're more toned than you were before.
Try to pay attention to how you're feeling overall, and use measurements other than weight -- such as
inches lost or how your clothes fit -- to mark your progress.

Determine Your Calorie Needs
Knowing how many calories you need will help you figure out how much you need to create a deficit of
3,500 calories, which is equal to one pound. So, if you're running 14 miles a week, that means you're burning
about 1400 calories a week by exercising (assuming you're not doing other exercise). To get to a 3,500
calorie deficit, you would need to cut 2,100 calories a week, or 300 calories per day, to lose a pound a week.
If you've been getting your recommended amount of calories, or even going over, that would explain why
you're not seeing weight loss.

Add Distance and Intensity

You'll probably have more success if you increase your overall weekly mileage. If you always run the same
pace, try incorporating speed intervals in one run.
You can start adding speed by warming up for a mile and then running at a faster pace (breathing heavy but
still in control) for a minute, and then recovering at an easy pace for a minute. Continue with this pattern for
two miles, then cool down for 5-10 minutes. When that gets too easy, you could always increase the time of
your speed intervals or do hill repeats instead.

Should You Make 15,000 Steps per Day Your
Goal?

You Might Reduce Your Cardiovascular Risks by Walking More
and Sitting Less

If you own a pedometer or fitness band, it's likely that it has a suggested goal of 10,000 steps per day. But
would you be smarter to set the goal at 15,000 step per day if you want to reduce your risks of heart disease
and metabolic syndrome? A 2017 study of postal workers in Scotland suggests that the higher number is
better, especially if you also spend less time sitting.

15,000 Steps per Day Show Benefits
The study of non-smoking postal workers in Glasgow, Scotland matched 55 office workers who had
sedentary jobs with 56 delivery workers who were on their feet most of the work day.
Each wore a sophisticated pedometer for 7 days that tracked their steps as well as their walking speed and
whether they were standing or sitting. They were tested to see what their indicators were of coronary heart
disease risk.

The study found that those who spent more time sitting had a significantly higher risk for coronary heart
disease, including a larger waist size, higher triglycerides, and lower HDL cholesterol. The postal workers who
had zero risk factors were those who walked more than 15,000 steps per day or spent more than 7 hours a
day standing or walking as opposed to sitting.

How Far Is 15,000 Steps?
In 15,000 steps you would walk 6.5 to 7 miles (10.5 to 11 kilometers) depending on your stride length. At a
brisk, continuous walking pace it takes 2 hours or a less. At an easier pace and with starts and stops as would
be encountered by mail carriers, it would be about 3 hours a day of walking.
This amount of walking at work was noted as typical for nurses, restaurant servers, and warehouse workers
in previous studies. But the average sedentary office worker may only log 1000 to 3000 steps during the
work day.
The calories burned in 15,000 steps depends on your weight and stride length, but it's around 500 calories
for a 130 pound person and 600 for a 160 pound person.
That can make a difference in your calorie balance if you control your eating and it can assist in weight loss
or maintaining your weight.

Does This Mean 10,000 Steps Isn't Enough?
If you've been working hard to achieve 10,000 steps each day, don't think it is for naught. The risks of
metabolic syndrome went down in proportion to the amount of activity each day. It's just that in this study,
the best risk reduction was seen at 15,000 steps or greater.
It's also important to note that spending less time sitting was shown to reduce risks. It is possible to get
10,000 steps while sitting the rest of the time at work or at home. Many people ensure they get in enough
time walking, running, or doing a gym workout to make their step goal for the day. But the time they spend
sitting can be working against them and raising their health risks despite those bouts of activity.

Stop Sitting, Start Stepping?
The study found that less sitting was associated with a smaller waist size as well as lower risk of coronary
heart disease. While the sample size was small, that ties in with other research that links sedentary behavior
with increased risks for cardiovascular disease and diabetes mellitus. Reducing sitting time and replacing it
with a couple of minutes of activity every half hour or hour can help, as can spending more time doing low
level activity such as slowly walking while using a treadmill desk.

Check How Far You Walk Each Day
If you want to boost your step count, start with where you are right now. You can count your steps using a
pedometer or fitness band, or use the pedometer function built into your smartphone. There are several
different pedometer apps that can help you access it. For example, if you use an iPhone, search for Activity
in the Health Data app to see your daily steps taken while you carried your phone. If you have an Android
phone, the Google Fit app is likely already installed and you can check it for your step count.
Within that day, were there hours you were less active?
One goal to reduce inactivity is to walk 250 steps each hour, which is two to three minutes of activity. Spot
the waking hours where you were least active and think of how you can build at least a little more activity
into that time.

How Can You Walk 15,000 Steps per Day Without an Active Job?
Once you see what your average steps are on work days as well as weekends, you can start to make changes
to increase them. Start with where you are, such as an average of 6,000 steps per day on work days. Aim to
add 2,000 more steps per day to that total most days. That is about an extra mile and 15 to 20 minutes of
walking distributed throughout the day.
Take at least 250 steps each hour, or 100 steps every 30 minutes throughout the day. This is a
movement goal built into the newer models of Fitbit and Garmin fitness bands to help people break
up stretches of inactivity. Over the course of an 8-hour workday and commute time, those extra bouts
can add up to an extra 1,000 to 2,000 steps.
Spend work breaks moving. You will also need to think about spending your work breaks walking so
you can log 10 to 30 minutes of more continuous exercise at a time. If you don't want to break a
sweat at work, these can be easy walks, perhaps even having walking meetings with colleagues or
strolling with a fellow employee.

Make part of your commute on foot. Sitting in the car, or on the bus or train is inactive sitting time.
Is there a place you can park, or a stop you can use so you get in extra minutes walking? Is it possible
to walk to work and ride home, or vice versa?
Look for active ways to spend at more of your evening. If you normally spend the evening sitting,
how can you be more active? You can start by continuing to ensure you get at least 250 steps each
hour. Do a little light housecleaning and decluttering. Go for a quick walk around the block. Be the
one who takes out the trash, walks the dog, or goes to get the mail.
Do more tasks on foot. If you need something from the store or to mail a letter, can you go on foot
instead of by car?
Find an active hobby or sport. Golfing, birding, and playing Pokemon Go on foot are just some of the
activities that will log plenty of steps while you are having fun.
These tactics can add 2000 to 4000 more steps to your day. Start with that and after you have a week of
consistently achieving your new goal, you can then look for even more ways to build in extra activity.

Add Moderate-to-Vigorous Intensity Exercise Workouts
The minimum amount of moderate intensity exercise you need to reduce health risks and help maintain
weight is 30 to 60 minutes per day, most days of the week. This is in addition to the steps you take at an easy
pace. For weight loss and to prevent regaining weight, the goal should be 30 to 90 minutes per day, most
days of the week.
These will be sessions of brisk walking, running, shooting hoops, or other activity. Here is where you'll log
5,000 to 12,000 steps. You can include cycling time, although you'll have to convert it to an equivalent
number of steps.
Many fitness bands and apps track whether you are exercising at enough intensity for the session to be
counted as moderate or vigorous. Making the goal of 30 minutes of moderate intensity or 15 minutes of
vigorous intensity exercise each day can ensure you are getting the minimum needed to reduce health risks.
Numbers help you focus on a goal, and one study doesn't prove that 15,000 is a magic number. If you've
been achieving 10,000 steps per day but would like to further reduce your health risks, look for ways to
reduce your sitting time and ensure you get enough moderate-to-vigorous exercise each day. If you struggle
to get to 10,000, find a way to add 2,000 steps to your daily average. Every step you take is a step in the right
direction.

The Best Time of Day to Exercise

Research may help determine the best time of day for exercise

Is there a best time of day to exercise? Two of the top reasons people give for not exercising regularly
include lack of results and lack of time. So, for many people, the best time to exercise is the time that is most
convenient and the time that fits into a busy schedule.
Research on exercise and time of day is growing, but still limited and not without controversy. In general, if
you can find a time for exercise that you can stick with consistently, you will be much more likely to train
regularly and get better results.

Circadian Rhythms and Exercise
Human sleep and wake cycles follow a daily cycle called circadian rhythms. It's this cycle that regulates our
body temperature, blood pressure, alertness, and metabolism, among other physiological functions. In
general, these rhythms conform to our 24-hour day and may be reset based on environmental cues. The
time of day that we typically exercise is one of these cues. Research by the University of North Texas in
Denton found that although circadian rhythms are inborn we can reset them based upon our behaviors. For
example, using an alarm clock, establishing meal times and even when we workout are all cues to help rest
our rhythms. They found that people who consistently exercise in the morning "teach" their body to be most
ready for exercise at that time of day. When they switched to evening exercise, they didn't feel as strong.
The ability to adjust your rhythms is important for athletes training for a specific event. The message is to
train at the same time of day that the event will occur. Research supports this advice. Studies show that your
ability to maintain exercise intensity will adapt to your training time. Therefore, if you do your marathon
training in the morning, you may perform better on race day (marathons typically start in the morning).
But if you train in the evening, a morning race day may leave you feeling weaker and slower.

Individual Differences and Exercise Timing
Some people are just naturally morning people. They have no trouble exercising first thing in the morning.
Others don't get moving so quickly and are more likely to feel like exercising later in the day. If you have such
an obvious preference it's pretty easy to decide what sort of exercise schedule you might stick with. The
interesting thing is that research shows that no matter when you think you are better able to exercise,
almost all of us are, in fact, physically stronger and have more endurance in the late afternoon.

Scheduling Exercise
Not everyone can choose to exercise when they feel like it. Work and family commitments often take
priority and we end up squeezing in some exercise. If you find that the only time you have to exercise is
when you least feel like it, don't despair. As we learned earlier, you can change your rhythms and your body
can adapt to a new exercise time. However, it may take about a month to reset your internal exercise clock.

(get tips on adjusting your circadian rhythms during air travel).

Research and the Best Time to Exercise
While there is specific research being conducted on this topic, unfortunately, the answer to the question,
"What is the best time for exercise?" varies based on the specific question you ask, your training goals, and
your exercise adherence.
Here are some of the latest specific research findings:
Late Afternoon is Best for Exercise
Research shows that the optimal time to exercise is when our body temperature is at its highest,
which, for most people is 4 p.m. to 5 p.m. (body temperature is at its lowest just before waking).
Strength is Greater in the Afternoon
Dr. Hill reported that strength output is 5% higher at around mid-day; anaerobic performance, such as
sprinting, improves by 5% in the late afternoon.
Endurance is Greater in the Afternoon
Aerobic capacity (endurance) is approximately 4percent higher in the afternoon.
Injuries Are Less Likely in the Afternoon
Afternoon exercise is the best if you want to avoid injuries for many reasons. We are most alert; our
body temperature is the highest so our muscles are warm and flexible; our muscle strength is at its
greatest. These three factors make it less likely that we will get injured.
Morning Exercisers Are More Consistent
Even though afternoon exercise might be optimal from a physiological standpoint, research also
shows that morning exercisers are more likely to stick to it than late-day athletes.
Evening Exercise and Sleep
Most research supports the idea that exercise can improve sleep quality. But does exercising too late
in the evening keep you up? Studies have shown improvements in sleep from both morning and
afternoon exercise, so it's not yet clear if evening exercise keeps you up. One study even showed that
vigorous exercise half an hour before bedtime did not affect sleep.
One thing that is agreed upon is that sleep deprivation can hinder sports performance.
The Bottom Line
The good news is that you get to decide the best time for you to exercise based upon your personal goals,
schedule, and lifestyle. Ideally, you will pick a time that you are able to stick with consistently and make part
of your daily or weekly schedule. If you are training for competition, it's wise to modify your training to
accommodate the event start time, and it's always wise to warm up before any workout

